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Abstract

A flight flutter experiment at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Dryden Flight
Research Center, Edwards, California, used an 18-inch
half-span composite model called the Aerostructures
Test Wing (ATW).  The ATW was mounted on a
centerline flight test fixture on the NASA F-15B and
used distributed piezoelectric strain actuators for
in-flight structural excitation.  The main focus of this
paper is to investigate the performance of the
piezoelectric actuators and test their ability to excite the
first-bending and first-torsion modes of the ATW on the
ground and in-flight.  On the ground, wing response
resulting from piezoelectric and impact excitation was
recorded and compared.  The comparison shows less
than a 1-percent difference in modal frequency and a
3-percent increase in damping.  A comparison of
in-flight response resulting from piezoelectric excitation
and atmospheric turbulence shows that the piezoelectric
excitation consistently created an increased response in
the wing throughout the flight envelope tested.  The data
also showed that to obtain a good correlation between
the piezoelectric input and the wing accelerometer
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response, the input had to be nearly 3.5 times greater
than the turbulence excitation on the wing.

Nomenclature

A Ampere

ATW aerostructures test wing

F Farad

FEM finite-element model

g acceleration of gravity (32.174 ft/s2)

GVT ground vibration test

Hz hertz (cycles per second)

KEAS knots equivalent airspeed

LaRC Langley Research Center, Hampton, 
Virginia

mV millivolt

NACA National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics

NASA National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration

NASTRAN NASA Structural Analysis Program

nF nano-Farads

P power consumption

p power (one billionth of a Farad)

PT piezoelectric-to-ratio turbulence

RMS root mean square

sec seconds

V volt

Vp-p volt peak-to-peak

W watt
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Introduction

Advanced materials and construction methods have
led to vehicles that are lighter in weight but have less
structural stiffness. This reduction in stiffness can result
in the structure being more susceptible to structural
dynamic problems, such as flutter. Aircraft flight tests
can verify the absence of flutter in the operational
envelope.  During the flight test algorithms are used to
estimate stability.  The basic algorithm is designed to
estimate frequency and damping at each flight
condition.  When the damping of a structure approaches
zero, it can indicate instability.  Damping is sometimes
hard to estimate and good damping trends only begin to
appear when the structure is close to instability.  So new
algorithms are being developed to improve the accuracy
of predicting the onset of flutter.

A problem in validating a flight flutter prediction
technique is that flight data near the onset of flutter
instability is extremely challenging to obtain because of
flight safety concerns.  The Aerostructures Test Wing
(ATW) is a flight experiment formulated by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Dryden
Flight Research Center, Edwards, California. The ATW
experiment generated flight data that can validate flight
flutter prediction techniques.  Testing of the ATW was
designed to be similar to tests conducted for a new or
modified aircraft.  This testing included ground
vibration testing and dedicated envelope clearance
flights.  The components of these flight tests included
structural excitation, acquisition, and the analysis of the
flight data.  During these flight tests, the ATW was
mounted on the NASA Dryden F-15B Flight Test
Fixture.1 The objective of this ATW test was to fly the
wing to the flutter instability threshold, while acquiring
data that could be used in any flutter algorithm
validation.

Structural excitation is an important requirement in
flight flutter tests.  Adequate excitation provides energy
to excite all of the selected vibration modes at sufficient
magnitudes to accurately assess stability from the
response data.  The excitation system must not only
provide adequate force levels but must also [1] provide
adequate excitation levels over the desired frequency
range of interest, [2] be lightweight enough to not affect
the modal characteristics of the structure, and [3] have
power requirements that can be met by the aircraft.2

The piezoelectric actuators surface mounted on the
wing met all of these design requirements by being
lightweight, easy to install and use, and compatible with
broadband excitation signals.  NASA Langley Research
Center (LaRC), Hampton, Virginia, and others, have
conducted experiments with piezoelectric actuators to
actively control the aeroelastic response and wing
flutter3 and to suppress tail buffet.4,5 The Air Force
Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB used
Piezoceramic actuators to damp vibrations of a skin
panel on a B-1B aircraft.6

The piezoelectric actuation system on the ATW was
designed and built to excite the wing with adequate
power above buffet excitation levels to allow structural
modes to be observed during flight.  The research
discussed in this paper describes the excitation system
components, and the ground- and flight-test results
obtained using piezoelectric actuators, an impact
hammer, and turbulence excitations.  

Wing Description

The potential for the ATW to depart the aircraft as a
result of flutter required an additional emphasis on a
frangible design for aircraft and ground safety.  The
following four parameters were put into the design
requirements for an excitation system for the ATW:
excitation levels, power level, minimal weight, and
frangible design.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the Aerostructures Test
Wing.  The ATW was a National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics (NACA) 65A004 airfoil with a wing
area of 197 in2.  The wing had a half-span of 18 in., a
root chord of 13.2 in. and a tip chord of 8.7 in.. The total
weight of the wing was 2.66 lb.  The wing skin was
made of three plies of fiberglass cloth, each .015 in.
thick, and the wing core was made of rigid foam.
Internally there was a spar at the 30-percent chord line.
The spar was made of graphite-epoxy and measured
1 ply, .005 in.-thick at its tip and 10 plies, .05 in.-thick at
the root.  The composite design of this ATW made it
frangible.  A 1-in. diameter boom (15-in. long), made of
graphite epoxy, was attached to the wing.  Inside the
boom were three accelerometers for the ground and
flight testing and the boom end-caps contained
powdered tungsten for mass balancing.  The wing was
attached to the F-15B Flight Test Fixture (fig 2). 
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Wing Instrumentation

Figure 3 shows the instrumentation layout for the
ATW, which included three accelerometers and fourteen
strain gages.  The accelerometers provided the dynamic
data that tracked flutter stability.  Seven of the strain
gages provided torque measurements and seven
provided bending measurements.  The strain gages were
calibrated during ground tests to develop bending, shear,
and torque equations for flight-test monitoring.  The
three accelerometers were located in the wingtip boom.
Each accelerometer had a range of ±50 g, a sensitivity of
100mV/g, and a frequency range of 0.3 Hz to
12,000 Hz.  The aircraft instrumentation system
provided a sample rate of 800 and 200 samples per sec

for the accelerometers and strain gages.  The strain
gages and accelerometers were monitored and recorded
real time during flight and ground tests.

Excitation System

The excitation system design was subjected to the
following system requirements or constraints: 

1. The actuation system must be capable of
broadband excitation, and sinusoidal sweeps and
dwells, with a frequency bandwidth from 1 to
100 Hz.

2. A single channel of piezoelectric actuators must
excite the first wing-bending mode and the first
torsion mode of the ATW.

3. Stiffness and mass of the piezoelectric actuators
must not change the first-bending mode and
first-torsion mode frequencies by more than
5  percent.

4. The design for this excitation system must be
frangible.

The final excitation system design consisted of four
main components, the piezoelectric actuators, the
amplifier, and the control computer, with a pilot
interface box.  A sketch of the system diagram is shown
in figure 4 and photographs of the components are
shown in figure 5.

Piezoelectric Actuators

Piezoelectric actuators undergo a dimensional change
when electric voltage is applied. When properly bonded
these actutators can apply a strain to the surface. In this
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Figure 2: Aerostructures test wing on the flight test
fixture.
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mode, the piezoelectric actuators are a strain actuator.

Piezoelectric actuators bonded to a structure can be

joined together in a distributed actuator network with a

minimal effect on the structural properties.7 The

Structural Dynamics Branch at NASA Langley
Research Center (LaRC) designed and fabricated the
piezoelectric actuators for the ATW.  Specifically, the
Langley work involved providing an optimized layout
of piezoelectric actuators that would excite the
first-bending mode and the first-torsion mode of the
wing, and thus perform an analysis to estimate wingtip
accelerations in response to expected excitations. 

The piezoelectric patch selected for use on the ATW
is shown in Figure 5a.  Piezoelectric materials can be
used in sensing and actuating applications.
Piezoelectric devices used as sensors emit voltages
when subjected to a mechanical load.  In an actuating
application, the piezoelectric effect is utilized as the
actuators deform in response to a control signal or to
applied voltage.  The piezoelectric actuators were
surface mounted to the ATW.  The six patches on the
wing were tied together electronically to create a single
distributed strain actuator to excite the structural modes
of the ATW.

The piezoelectric actuators had a maximum allowable
input of 200 volts (V), but low power requirements.
Power consumption for piezoelectric actuators can be
calculated using the following equation:8 

(1)

 = effective capacitance of actuator i

 = number of actuators being used

 = maximum radial frequency

 = maximum input voltage

For the ATW, there were six actuators with a
capacitance of 183 nF, maximum voltage of 200 V, and
a maximum frequency of 35 Hertz (Hz).  Using the
equation above, the piezoelectric actuators required
about 4.8 watts (W) of power, which is close to
0.024 Amperes (A) at 200 V.  The strain actuator
performance of the piezoelectrics used for the ATW was
tested at NASA Langley Research Center.  During this
test, a piezoelectric actuator was instrumented with
strain gages on the top and on the bottom.  A 0.1 Hz
sinusoidal signal at 200 Volts peak-to-peak (Vp-p) was
applied to the patch and the free strain was measured.
The test found that the patch performance has about a
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1.3 microstrains per volt. Mercedes Reaves from
Langley made these measurements to evaluate the
performance of the actuators used on the ATW.

Piezoelectric Actuator Placement

The placement of actuators on the ATW was critical to
the success of the excitation system.  A basic rule of
thumb is to place piezoelectric actuators in regions of
high average strain and away from areas of zero strain7.
The technique used to place the sensors for the ATW
was the effective independence algorithm with strain
mode shape influence coefficients.9 This technique
addresses the sensor placement problem from the
standpoint of a structural dynamicist who would use the
data from the sensors to validate a finite-element model
(FEM). 

Early in the design of the ATW a baseline FEM was
used for sensor placement.  Based on the NASTRAN
eigenvalue analysis results, the wing first-bending mode
and the first-torsion mode were selected as target modes
for identification. The target mode set was assumed to
include all modes that are strongly excited by the
actuator configuration. The shaded areas in figure 6
show the initial set of high-strain elements selected by
this algorithm.

These elements, selected for actuator locations, were
then post-processed for visual inspection and further
element set modification to account for actuator
geometry. A total of six 3-in. by 1.75-in. by .008-in.
actuators were placed on the structure.  Figure 7 shows a
sketch of the piezoelectric actuators final location on the
top of the wing.  A mirrored set of actuators was placed
on the bottom of the wing.  

The FEM was then updated to include the
piezoelectric actuators as additional layers in the
original layered composite elements at the actuators
locations.  An eigenvalue solution of the updated FEM
showed a 2-percent increase on the first-bending
frequency and a 6-percent increase for the first-torsion
frequency.  The gain in the torsion frequency was
slightly more than the goal of 5 percent, but was
adequate to meet the objectives of the experiment. 

Amplifier

To meet the high-voltage requirements of the
piezoelectric actuators, a switching amplifier was
developed (fig.5(b)).  This switching amplifier can
switch power supply into load at a high rate and can
recover the reflective energy from the capacitive loads
of the piezoelectric actuators.  It has a single channel
with a gain of 20 V/V for input voltages up to ± 10 V.
The maximum output voltage was ± 200 V.  The
maximum capacitive load capability was 100 Hz at

 and 20 kHz at .  This was more capability
than was required for the ATW, which only had a
capacitive load of  at 35 Hz.  The power into the
amplifier was 28 V at 3 A. The amplifier was 8 in. by
10.75 in. by 3.75 in. and weighed about 4 lb.  

Control Computer

The PC-104 control computer was developed to
provide an excitation signal to the piezoelectric patches
on the wing (fig. 5(b)).   This small computer has the
capability to output ±10 V analog signals.  The
computer dimensions are 5.5 in. by 5.5 in. by 6.0 in..
The computer and amplifier were mounted in the F-15B
Flight Test Fixture.  The signal used during the ground
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and flight tests was a constant amplitude sine sweep
from 5 Hz to 35 Hz.  The system had the capability to
vary the amplitude from 0.50 V to 9 V.  The signal from
the control computer was sent to the amplifier, which
amplified the signal by 20V/V, and then the signal was
input to the piezoelectric patches for exciting the ATW.  

Pilot Interface Box

A small pilot interface box was developed to enable
the pilot to select a waveform to output to the amplifier
(fig 5(b)). Five momentary switches were on the box.
These switches mimic the functions keys on a standard
PC keyboard and allowed the pilot to select one of the
five sweeps programmed into the PC-104 computer. A
small display that showed the status of the sweep was
also on the pilot interface box.

Ground and Flight Test Overview

The ground tests consisted of an impact ground
vibration test and measuring the response of the wing to
the piezoelectric excitation.  The modal frequency,
damping, and transfer functions were compared
between the two tests.  Flight test data was gathered at
21 flight conditions for both the piezoelectric excitation
and with natural atmospheric turbulence.  The
piezoelectric actuation was compared with the
excitation caused by atmospheric turbulence.  A
relationship was developed between the coherence of
the transfer functions and the ratio of the piezoelectric
and turbulence excitation.  

Ground Vibration Test

Impact Testing

Impact vibration testing is a technique in which the
structure being tested is excited by striking it with an
instrumented impacting mass (or hammer) in order to
generate a short-time duration force.10 An impact
ground vibration test with the piezoelectric actuators
installed was performed on the ATW to obtain response
data for  a baseline to compare with piezoelectric
actuator excitation data.  An instrumented impact
hammer excited the ATW at selected test points on the
wing (fig. 8).  Time response data was acquired using
the wingtip boom accelerometers.  Frequency response
functions and autospectrums were calculated from the
accelerometer response data.

A single degree-of-freedom polynomial routine was
used to curve fit the frequency response functions.  The
curve fit was used to calculate modal frequency and
damping.  The wing was mounted on the flight test
fixture on the aircraft.  During impact testing the
piezoelectric actuators were not powered.

Piezoelectric Actuator Testing

A 60-sec linear sinusoidal sweep generated the
excitation signal for the piezoelectric actuators.  Five
sweeps were programmed into the PC-104 computer
that swept from 5 to 35 Hz, each with different
amplitude, 0.5 V, 1 V, 2.5 V, 5 V, and 9 V.  The sweep
was routed through the amplifier, which applied 20 V/V
amplification on the signal.  The wingtip boom
accelerometers were used to measure the response of
the wing.  Figure 9 shows a short 1-sec time history of
the sinusoidal input from the 9-volt amplitude signal
amplified to 180 V as it passed through 14 Hz.  This
figure also shows the total 60 sec of response data for
each of the programmed sweeps at each of the voltage
levels.

During an aircraft ground test, each of the sweeps was
run and the test data were obtained using the same
aircraft instrumentation system that telemetered the data
to a ground station. This ground station acquired and
recorded each of the sweeps and the accelerometer
response data.  Voltage restrictions on the
instrumentation system did not allow the high-voltage
signal from the amplifier to be telemetered and
recorded.  Only the low-voltage signal from the PC-104
computer was used in the telemetry,  as seen in figure 4.

The frequency response functions and autospectrums
from the piezoelectric actuator excitation were
calculated from accelerometer time histories obtained
during aircraft ground testing and from the PC-104
excitation signal.

A single degree-of-freedom polynomial routine was
used to curve fit the frequency response functions.  This
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curve fit was used to calculate the modal frequency and
damping.

Flight Test Procedures

Five flights of the ATW were flown during March and
April 2001 at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
These flights consisted of a system checkout flight and
then four envelope expansion flights that used a series of
test points with increasing dynamic pressure.  Figure 10
shows the flight test points for the experiment.  There
were 27 test points planned during the course of the
flight test, but only 21 stabilized test points where
required before the wing fluttered at a Mach number of
0.83 and an altitude of 10,000 ft.

At each of the 21 test points flown, the aircraft was
stabilized for 30 sec to gather information on the
turbulence excitation and wing response for comparison
with the piezoelectric excitation response.  After the
30-sec stabilized test point, a 60-sec linear sine sweep
from 5 Hz to 35 Hz was generated by the PC-104
computer and applied to the piezoelectric actuator
through the amplifier.

The responses of three accelerometers located in the
wingtip boom and the pre-amplified excitation signal
were telemetered to the control room, where they were
monitored in real time.  The flight data was also
recorded for postflight analysis.

The postflight analysis consisted of calculating the
frequency response functions and autospectrums from
the piezoelectric excitations.  Only autospectrums from
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the turbulence excitation were calculated because there
was no measurement of the input force.  Comparisons of
the autospectrums were made between the turbulence
and piezoelectric excitations.

Test Results

Ground Vibration Test

The impact test showed the most structural
significance in the first-bending mode (fig 11) and the
first-torsion mode (fig 12).  Figure 13 shows a
comparison of normalized frequency response functions
from the impact test and the piezoelectric actuator
excitation. Table 1 shows an estimate of frequencies and
damping from the impact and actuator excitation ground
tests.

Figure 13 shows good correlation exists between the
impact and the piezoelectric actuation.  There was a
0.1-percent increase in first-bending frequency and a
1.0-percent increase in the first-torsion frequency from
the impact to the piezoelectric excitations.  The

Table 1. Comparison of Structural Frequency and
Damping Values

Excitation
Technique

First Bending 
Mode

First-Torsion 
Mode

Freq., 
Hz

Damp. 
percent

Freq.,
Hz

Damp.
percent

Impact GVT 13.79 0.4 20.79 0.6 

Piezoelectric 
Actuation

13.81 0.7 21.00 0.9 

----------------------
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-----------

X
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Figure 12: First-torsion mode aerostructures test wing.

Figure 11: First-bending mode of the aerostructures test
wing.
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piezoelectric actuation added damping in both structural

modes.  The increase in frequency is within the error

bound of each testing technique and can be considered

as no essential change in structural frequency.  The

damping increase is most likely a result of the method of

excitation.  Both tests were done with the piezoelectric

patches installed on the wing, but the impact excitation

created a sharp impulse to the structure which was

allowed to decay during data acquisition.  The

piezoelectric excitation used a sine sweep at a rate of 0.5

Hz/sec, which does not allow the structure to fully decay

at the structural frequencies before stepping to the next

frequency.  The sine sweep could add damping in the

system.

Another result found from the piezoelectric excitation

was the linear relationship between the excitation

voltage and the response magnitude.  Figure 14 shows

how the peak resonant magnitude increases linearly

with an increase in actuation voltage.  The peak

amplitude was about 4-g’s at the 180 V input signal for

the wing-bending mode and about 2.5-g’s for the torsion

mode.

Flight Performance of the Piezoelectric Excitation

Piezoelectric actuation and turbulence data was
acquired for each of the 21 test points flown during the
ATW flights.  Figure 15 and 16 show a normalized
transfer function from the wing aft boom accelerometer
to the PC-104 excitation signal at a Mach number of
0.60 and an altitude of  20,000 ft and at a Mach number
of 0.80 and an altitude of 10,000 ft, respectively.  Also
figure 15 and 16 show the coherence function.  The
coherence function is a measure of the linearity of the
output to the input at each frequency and is rated on a 0
to 1 scale.  When this ratio of output to input is totally

Figure 14: Resonate magnitude changes with increasing
excitation voltage.
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Figure 16: Normalized frequency response function with coherence at a Mach number of 0.80 and an altitude of
10,000 ft.
correlated at a certain frequency, the coherence is 1.  In
the presence of noise or other inputs the coherence will
be less than one, or in the case of totally uncorrelated
output to input the coherence could be zero.

At the low dynamic pressure in figure 15, the transfer
function shows a moderately damped torsion mode at
22 Hz.  The coherence function indicates that this mode
is well correlated with the piezoelectric excitation.  At
this flight condition, the transfer function is not showing
a lower frequency mode.  At the higher dynamic
pressure point shown in figure 16, the coherence
function above 20 Hz is indicating about a 65-percent
correlation of the wing response to the piezoelectric
excitation.  But, because the mode above 20 Hz is
highly damped it does have a large amplitude response.
The first-bending mode shows a large amplitude
response at 18 Hz, but the coherence at this frequency is
poor.

These changes in the structure are a result of the
aerodynamic effects acting on the structure.  These
effects cause the two modes to come together, which in
turn creates the flutter of the wing.  The 18 Hz structural
response is the result of this coalescence of the bending
and torsion modes.

The autospectrums of the turbulence and piezoelectric
excitation in figures 17 and 18 show some of the reasons
for the poor coherence.  Figure 17 shows the
autospectrums for a Mach number of 0.60 at an altitude
of 20,000 ft.  The turbulence is exciting the first-bending
mode as well as the piezoelectric excitation while at the
higher frequencies, turbulence is creating little or no
response in the structure.  At the higher dynamic
pressure shown in figure 18, both turbulence and
piezoelectric excitation are creating about the same
level of response in the wing at the structural frequency.
Figure19 shows the RMS acceleration at 9 different
flight conditions from 5 to 35 Hz.  The data shows that
the piezoelectric excitation created a higher response in
the wing throughout the envelope.  But, the figure also
shows that the turbulence levels increased with similar
trends to the piezoelectric excitation.

In order to better understand the relationship of the
piezoelectric excitation, turbulence levels, and the
quality of the transfer functions, a signal-to-noise ratio
was created and a relationship to coherence was
developed.  The autospectrums in figures 17 and 18
were divided into six frequency ranges, 5-10 Hz,
10-15 Hz, 15-20 Hz, 20-25 Hz, 25-30 Hz, and
30-35 Hz.  In each frequency range root mean square
10
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Figure 17: Spectrums of accelerometer response with and without piezoelectric excitation (at a Mach number of 0.60
and an altitude of 20,000 ft).
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(RMS) acceleration was calculated for the piezoelectric
and turbulence excitations.  These RMS accelerations
were divided to create a piezoelectric to turbulence (PT)
RMS ratio.  In the same frequency ranges, the coherence
from figures 15 and 16 were averaged.  The average
coherence was then graphed to the PT RMS ratio in
figure 20.

Figure 20 shows that to reach coherence above 0.6,
the PT RMS ratio would have to be above 1.5.  An
acceptable coherence for signal processing would be
above 0.80.  In order to get a 0.80 coherence, a PT RMS
ratio would have to be over 3.0.  A good coherence for
signal processing would be above 0.90.  To achieve this
level, the PT RMS ratio would have to be above 3.5.
Also from figure 20 it can be seen there is not much gain
in the coherence of the transfer function above the 3.5
PT RMS ratio.

Conclusions

This paper demonstrates how piezoelectric actuators
were used in an excitation system for a ground and flight
experiment that was conducted at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center.  Ground vibration testing (GVT) was

done on the wing at the same time as performance
characterization of the actuators.  Response data from
the GVT using the piezoelectric excitation compared
well with the impact excitation technique.  The
autospectrums showed less than a 1-percent frequency
change in the first-bending and first-torsion structural
modes.  The damping was about 3-percent higher for the
two main structural modes, but this may have been a
result of using sinusoidal sweeps comparing damping to
an impact excitation technique.  There was a linear
relationship between the piezoelectric input voltages to
amplitude of the resonant modal responses.

The piezoelectric excitation during flight consistently
created an increased response level in the structure.
However, an increased response did not always generate
a more efficient transfer function that could be used
effectively in signal processing.  The coherence function
was used as a measure of the quality of the transfer
function.  In order to get a good coherence above 0.90,
the piezoelectric excitation level had to be
approximately 3.5 times that of the turbulence levels.
Stability algorithms that rely on the transfer function
data should incorporate some uncertainties to account
for the poor coherence and transfer functions.

In flight flutter testing, it is important that all critical
structural modes be observable at higher dynamic
pressures. Where the turbulence levels were high, the
autospectrums did not differ much from the
piezoelectric excitation, showing that turbulence might
have been good enough for basic frequency and
damping calculations.  But, at the lower dynamic
pressures, the turbulence levels were not enough to
excite the torsion mode of the wing, whereas the
piezoelectric excitation increased this mode by one
order of magnitude or greater.  Only the piezoelectric
excitation was able to excite these two structural modes
throughout the desired flight envelope, which is critical
for any flight stability estimates.
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